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Injection of electron beam into a toroidal trap using chaotic orbits near magnetic null
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Injection of charged particle beam into a toroidal magnetic trap enables a variety of interesting experiments
on non-neutral plasmas. Stationary radial electric field has been produced in a toroidal geometry by injecting
electrons continuously. When an electron gun is placed near anX point of magnetic separatrix, the electron
beam spreads efficiently through chaotic orbits, and electrons distribute densely in the torus. The current
returning back to the gun can be minimized less than 1% of the total emission.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A variety of applications of non-neutral plasmas are
tracting much interest. Conventional methods of trapp
charged particles use both magnetic and electric fields
confine particles in a linear geometry@1#. Other possibilities
are the use of toroidal geometry where endless magn
field lines in the confinement region can achieve pure m
netic confinement. Some different toroidal systems h
been developed for heavy-ion accelerators@2,3#, electrostatic
thermonuclear fusion reactors@4,5#, non-neutral beam equi
libria @6#, and production and confinement of toroidal ele
tron plasmas@2,7–10#. Recently, a type of toroidal magnet
trap has been developed aiming at production of antima
plasmas@11# and high-b fusion plasmas@12–14#.

One of the key issues in developing a particle trap is h
we can inject particles into the confinement region. Unl
gas-discharge production of neutral plasmas, particles
generated outside the trap in order to avoid particle loss
to the interaction of particles~such as antimatter particles!
with their source. In a linear system, particles are injected
opening the plugging electric potential. This method can
be used in a toroidal system that does not have open end
field lines. In earlier experiments, some different methods
injection were invented. The inductive charging method@2#
injects electron-loaded magnetic flux tubes with rising
toroidal magnetic field. In a stationary magnetic field, o
can use the drift motion of particles with the help of a spa
nonuniform toroidal magnetic field combined with extern
and self-generated electric fields@9#.

This paper describes a simple injection scheme that
produce a sufficiently large floating potential. A merit of t
roidal geometry in this scheme is that the connection leng
~the lengths between the source and sinks of the partic!
can be made much longer than the size of the device if
ticles describe chaotic orbits near a separatrix~a magnetic
surface with null points! @11#. Continuous injection of par-
ticles through the long orbits enables steady-state opera
of the trap. The separatrix separates the trapping region
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the particle source. In Sec. II, we describe the system of
toroidal trap with an internal ring conductor. In order to fin
optimum parameters for injection, we calculated orbits
electrons~Sec. III!. Experimental results are given in Sec. I
and compared with the numerical calculation results
Sec. V.

II. TOROIDAL TRAP WITH MAGNETIC SHEAR
CONFIGURATION

Demonstration of electron-beam injection into a toroid
system was done on the Prototype Ring Trap~Proto-RT! de-
vice ~Fig. 1!. The details of the Proto-RT can be found
Ref. @15#. Typical parameters of the experiment are listed
Table I. An internal ring conductor~30 cm major radius and
4.3 cm minor radius! is installed in a vacuum vessel~59 cm
inner radius and 90 cm height!. The ring conductor is sup
ported by eight rods~3 mm diameter! and magnetized by
feeding current through two tubes (;3 cm diameter!. A ce-
ramic tube covers each structure. The vacuum chambe
evacuated to;331027 Torr. The casing of the internal ring
conductor and the vacuum chamber are grounded electric
through low impedance registers (100V). Particles are
trapped primarily by a stationary poloidal magnetic fie
(Bp) with a separatrix~shown in Fig. 1!, that is produced by
combination of a dipole field generated by the ring conduc
and a vertical field. We can add a stationary toroidal m
netic field (Bt) to produce magnetic shear that effective
stabilizes electrostatic instabilities@16#. The combination of
Bp andBt can also adjust the orbits of injected electrons
increase the connection lengths@17#. Electrons are injected
continuously (;102 sec) from an electron gun that uses
heated 2%-thoriated tungsten wire (f;0.3 mm) and can
accelerate electrons up to 2 keV. The diameter of the an
aperture is 4 mm. The direction of the injection is 0° wi
respect to the horizontal plane (Z50) and 11° inward with
respect to the toroidal tangent as shown in Fig. 1. T
electron-beam current is about 10 mA. The casing of
electron gun is floated electrically in normal operation.
measure a potential, electrostatic probes~#1-#3; shown in
Fig. 1! are inserted into the plasma at three different toroi
positions (60°, 180°, and 300° from the electron gun! on the
©2002 The American Physical Society09-1
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horizontal plane (Z50). Each cylindrical probe has 1.0 mm
diameter and 1.5 mm length. The floating potential (F) is
estimated at high impedance of order 109V.

III. ORBIT OPTIMIZATION FOR INJECTION

For the optimization of orbits to inject electrons, we an
lyzed the particle motion numerically. In Fig. 2~a! we show

FIG. 1. Schematic view of the Proto-RT device.

TABLE I. Typical parameters of electron injection experiments

Vacuum vessel inner radius 59 cm
height 90 cm

vacuum ;331027 Torr.
Internal ring major radius 30 cm

minor radius 4.3 cm
coil current 7.875 kAT

Vertical field coil radius 90 cm
coil current 2.1 kAT

Toroidal field coils coil current 0.78 kAT
Magnetic field poloidal ;40 G
~at R542 cm) toroidal ;3 G
Electron gun acceleration voltage 2 kV

beam current ;10 mA
diameter of aperture 4 mm

~injection! pitch angle ;11°
03640
-

the projections, onto a poloidal cross section, of typical
bits of 2 keV~black-solid curve! and 5 eV~gray-solid curve!
electrons in comparison with magnetic surfaces~dashed
curves!. When electrons come back to the source~with the
size;53535 cm) or hit the boundary of the chamber, th
orbit calculation is terminated.

High-energy~2 keV! electrons injected through the sep
ratrix have long orbits covering almost densely the trapp
region. The pitch angle between the injection direction a
the magnetic field line is about 11° near theX point where
Bp'0. The electron is emitted fromR551.25 cm~0.25 cm
outside theX point!. The gyroradius is of order 10 cm. Th
staying time of the beam electron~2 keV! in the trapping
region is about 3msec and the corresponding connecti
length is about 70 m. This orbit is compared with that of a
eV electron injected from 10 cm inside the separatrix.
low-energy electron is magnetized in the trapping region a
moves on a magnetic surface. In Fig. 2~b!, we plot the time
evolution of the magnetic moment (m) of both 2 keV and 5
eV electrons. For a magnetized low-energy electron,m is
conserved. For a high-energy electron,m changes almos
randomly. Nonconservation ofm is essential to obtain cha
otic orbits. In the present calculations, we neglect the eff
of the self-electric field generated by trapped electrons.
low-energy magnetized particles, the self-electric field he
to confine them; theE3B drift overcomes the curvature an
gradientB drifts @2,7–9#.

In Fig. 3, we compare orbits~toroidal projections! starting
from different positions; ~a! Rgun549.0 cm, ~b! Rgun
551.3 cm, and~c! Rgun551.2 cm. When the electron
source is placed inside the separatrix@Fig. 3~a!#, the electron
moves in the toroidal direction and comes back to the e
tron source. When the source is placed outside theX point
@Fig. 3~b!#, the electron is not injected into the trapping r
gion and lost immediately. If the source is placed near thX
point @Fig. 3~c!#, the electron describes a chaotic and lo
orbit before it comes back to the source. Near theX point,
the orbit of the electron has a very strong and almost rand

FIG. 2. ~a! Calculated typical orbits of 2 keV~black-solid curve!
and 5 eV ~gray-solid curve! electrons~projections on a poloidal
cross section! and typical magnetic surfaces~dashed curves!. ~b!
Calculated time evolution of the magnetic moment (m) of the elec-
trons@2 keV and 5 eV electrons shown in~a!#. The vertical axis has
a logarithmic scale with the base of 10. Nonconservation ofm is
essential to obtaining chaotic orbits.
9-2
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INJECTION OF ELECTRON BEAM INTO A TOROIDAL . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 65 036409
dependence on the initial position because of the chaos o
electron motion.

IV. ELECTRON INJECTION EXPERIMENT

Using the parameters determined by the numerical o
analysis~Sec. III!, we injected electrons with energy of
keV. Figure 4 shows the floating potential (F) measured at
R542.0 cm by the probe #2~toroidal angle 180° from the
electron gun! as a function of the radial position of the ele

FIG. 3. Calculated orbits starting from different positions;~a!
Rgun549.0 cm,~b! Rgun551.3 cm, and~c! Rgun551.2 cm. The
electron emitted near theX point describe a chaotic and long orb
before it comes back to the source.

FIG. 4. Measured floating potential at (R,Z)5(42 cm,0) ~in-
side the trapping region! as a function of the position of the electro
gun The vertical axis has a logarithmic scale with the base of
Electrons can be injected effectively in the optimized magnetic c
figuration ~black points!. If the sign of theBp is flipped ~white-
square markers!, the potential decreases.
03640
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tron gun. Two cases of magnetic-field configurations
compared. The black points show the potentialF in an op-
timized magnetic field (Bp.0) based on the orbit calcula
tions in the previous section. The maximum value of theF is
about265 V at R542.0 cm, when the gun is deeply in
serted into the trapping region (Rgun542.0 cm) and the
beam current is about 10 mA. When the electron gun
placed atR551.0 cm~near theX point! the value of theF
~at R542.0 cm) is about235 V ~about 50% of the maxi-
mum value!. If we flip the sign of the poloidal magnetic field
(Bp,0), the F decreases~white square markers!. In this
case, the value of theF ~at R542.0 cm) is about210 V
when the electron gun is placed inside the separatrix (Rgun
536.0–47.0 cm). Thus, we could inject electrons efficien
from the neighborhood of theX point ~the edge of the trap-
ping region! into the trapping region~inside the separatrix!.

Figure 5 shows the loss current collected by the groun
casing of the electron gun as a function of the radial posit
of the gun. The maximum value of the loss current
;1 mA ~about 10% of the total emission!, when the gun is
deeply inserted inside the separatrix. When the electron
is located near theX point, the loss current decreases, pro
ably due to the effect of the chaotic orbits. In this case,
value of the loss current is;0.02 mA ~less than 1% of the
total emission and about 2% of the maximum value, which
compared with the decrease inF in Fig. 4!.

Radial floating potential profiles are measured by hig
impedance probes. In Fig. 6, we show the potential profi
at three different toroidal positions (60°, 180°, and 30
from the electron gun! on the horizontal plane (Z50). Here,
the electron gun is placed near theX point (R551.2 cm)
with the optimized injection angle. The potential profile
have approximately broad parts inside the trapping reg
(36 cm&R&51 cm). Toroidally asymmetric peaks are co
sidered to be corresponding to the beam~the measured po
tential includes the kinetic-energy part of the Hamiltonia!.
From the data obtained at 60°~by the probe #1! a peak
appears aroundR550.5 cm, and at 180°~by the probe #2!
two large peaks appear inside the separatrix~at R539.5 and
46.5 cm!. At 300° ~by the probe #3!, far from the electron
gun, we do not observe large peaks, which implies that
mixing effect of chaos has randomized the beam orbits.

0.
-

FIG. 5. Measured loss current collected by the casing of
electron gun; we can reduce the particle~flux! loss to the electron
gun~less than 1% of the total emission! by locating the gun near the
X point.
9-3
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In Fig. 7, we show the potential profiles for differentBt .
If the toroidal magnetic field is weak (&20 G), the potential
buildup inside the trapping region with broad radial profile
The maximum value of the potential is about240 V ~at R
;41 cm), whenBt;3.4 G. For largerBt(*50 G) we ob-
serve only beams near theX point (R551 cm), which im-
plies that electrons are magnetized by the strongBt and they
cannot be injected into the trapping region.

V. DISCUSSION

We discuss the experimental results comparing with
numerical orbit analyses. Figure 8 shows the calculated s
ing time of beam electrons as a function of the initial po
tion of injection. The calculation is terminated when the ele
tron hits the source~electron gun! or the boundary. In the
experiment, the divergence angle of the electron beam
about 20°. To estimate average orbit lengths, we comp
different injection angles;~a! 0°, 65.7°, and611.3° with
respect to the horizontal plane,~b! 0°, 25.7°, 211.3°,
216.7°, and221.8° with respect to the toroidal direction
Electrons have three types of orbits with respect to the in
position of injection;~A! magnetized orbits inside the sep

FIG. 6. Measured radial floating potential profiles at three d
ferent toroidal positions (60°, 180°, and 300° from the elect
gun! on the horizontal plane (Z50). Toroidally asymmetric peaks
are considered to be corresponding to the beam.

FIG. 7. Measured radial floating potential profiles for the diffe
ent Bt ; if the toroidal magnetic field is weak (&20 G), the poten-
tial builds up inside the trapping region. For largerBt(*50 G), we
observe only beams near theX point ~at R551 cm).
03640
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ratrix, ~B! chaotic orbits near theX point, ~C! escaping orbits
outside the separatrix. In the case of~A!, electrons emitted
from the source~placed in the strong-field region! return to
their source after a few gyrations. Very short staying tim
(&1028 sec) occurs for such orbits when the source
placed deeply inside the separatrix (Rgun&46 cm). In the
case o f~B!, electrons emitted from the source~placed in the
weak-field region; 48 cm&Rgun&51 cm) come back to
their source or escape from the trapping region near thX
point. The staying time of electrons has a very strong a
almost random dependence on the initial condition of
orbit because of the chaos of the electron motion. In the c
of ~C!, electrons are not trapped and lost directly at the w
In Fig. 9, we summarize the results of calculations with
verse injection conditions@with regard to the horizonta
angle~white circle markers! and the radial angle~white dia-
mond markers!#, which is compared with the experiment
result ~Fig. 4!.

We made further detailed studies on the injection con
tions. In Fig. 10, we compare different injection angles of t
electron gun with respect to the horizontal directions. Fig
10~a! is the plot of calculated staying time of beam electro

-
n

FIG. 8. Calculated staying time of beam electrons as a func
of the initial position with the injection angle~a! 0°, 65.7°, and
611.3° with respect to the horizontal plane,~b! 0°, 25.7°, and
211.3°,216.7°, and221.8° with respect to the toroidal direction
The vertical axes of both figures~a! and~b! have logarithmic scales
with the base of 10.

FIG. 9. Calculated average staying time of beam electrons~from
the results in Fig. 8! vs the initial position of injection, which is
compared with the experimental result~Fig. 4!. The vertical axis
has a logarithmic scale with the base of 10.
9-4
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INJECTION OF ELECTRON BEAM INTO A TOROIDAL . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 65 036409
and Fig. 10~b! is the measured floating potential~at R
541 cm). The electron gun is placed atR551 cm~near the
X point!. We found numerically and experimentally that th
injection is optimized when the injection angle is;5° with
respect to the horizontal plane. Figures 11~a! and 11~b! are
the calculated staying time of beam electrons~starting from
different positions; R550.9,51.0,51.1,51.2, and 51.3 c
and the measured floating potential~at R541 cm) as a func-
tion of the toroidal magnetic field, respectively. With keepi
the poloidal magnetic field constant, we changed the toro
magnetic field (Bt). For Bt*20 G, electrons come back t
their source soon with short staying time@Fig. 11~a!#. Also,
in the experiment@Fig. 11~b!#, the potential decreases fo
Bt*20 G.

Finally, we can estimate the total chargeQcal of trapped
electrons by the relationQcal5I in j3t trap (I in j is the in-
jected beam current,t trap is the average staying time o
beam electrons!. When the source is placed inside the se
ratrix (46 cm&Rgun&48 cm) we estimate, by orbit analy
sis, the average staying time to be of order 1026 sec. For
I in j.8 mA ~experimental condition!, the total charge is es
timated to be about 8 nC. On the other hand, the experim
tally stored charge can be related with the potential by
Poisson equation that is approximated byQest'8p2Re0F
(R is the major radius!. Using experimental valuesR
50.42 m andF;250 V, we obtainQest;15 nC. The
trapped chargeQest is larger thanQcal by factor 2, which
may imply the existence of thermalized electrons. The e
tron temperature of the bulk component has been meas
by Langmuir probes. The typical temperature of the elect
plasma has estimated to be about 60 eV@17#.

FIG. 10. ~a! Calculated staying time of beam electrons vs inje
tion angle with respect to the horizontal plane (Z50). ~b! Mea-
sured floating potential~at R541 cm) vs injection angle with re
spect to the horizontal plane.
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VI. SUMMARY

We have studied the injection conditions of electrons in
a toroidal magnetic trap system. Development of a part
injection scheme is an essential issue in the study of toro
~closed magnetic surfaces! non-neutral plasmas. Particle
need long orbit lengths to break the conservation of the
gular momentum and cross magnetic surfaces toward
confinement region. Chaotic~nonintegrable! orbits can have
long orbit lengths~connection length!. We found appropriate
conditions to inject nonmagnetized electrons near the edg
the trapping region. Experimental tests have shown g
agreements with the numerical optimization of the positio
the angle of injection, and magnetic-field configuration. T
current coming back to the gun can be minimized below
of the emitted current. By measuring the radial profile of t
floating potential, we found two components; one is a bro
symmetric part of distribution and the other is a narrow no
symmetric peak corresponding to the beam. In the pres
experiment, the plasma is dominated by beam compon
~the potential is consistent to the average staying time of
beam electrons!. To thermalize and confine particles mo
efficiently, we can apply radio frequency electric field
break the conservation of the canonical angular momen
@18#. This will be reported elsewhere.
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FIG. 11. ~a! Calculated staying time of beam electrons~starting
from different positions;R550.9,51.0,51.1,51.2, and 51.3 cm) v
toroidal magnetic-field strength.~b! Measured floating potential~at
R541 cm) vs toroidal magnetic-field strength.
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